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After 
announced the upcoming international basketball Carnival officially, NIKE take the opportunity this week for the first time announced
the upcoming release of a series of new works, so that the previously Oulu with the Foamposite Air Force 1, finally able to show my
real style. 

's NIKE from 80s and 90s in the Ace Combat shoes, to create the ultimate leisure essence, temper the classic masterpiece - Nike
Air Force 1 Foamposite, its most notable feature is the suturless vamp, shining the very texture of the modern fashion brilliance, in
addition to the shoe is also equipped with a network of shoes the tongue and shock. Air Max shoes root strong function, also, the
extraordinary rise above the common herd. Do not understand the exact date and retail price of this new product, so please continue
to lock the NBA war shoes Wang, if there is the latest news, the first time for everyone wonderful presentation. Source: Battle shoes
Wang 

foaming don't note Nike AF1Nike Dunk Hi new works 
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recently, Converse launched the new 2015 winter Chuck Taylor All Star Rubber rubber innovation series following the popular rubber
Innovation Series in 2014. Still use water repellent uppers, with warm material inside, to create a cool winter sense of modeling, so
that you can walk in cold rain and snow days freely. This series of rubber innovations, neutral, retains all the iconic elements of Chuck,
Taylor, All, Star, and brings a whole new winter color: black, dark green and dark grey, very easy to wear. In addition to the design of
the Chuck Taylor All Star women Rubber Hi-Rise Boot of the new design, the upper rear loaded zipper design, with thickening of the
heel, red yellow and blue black, a variety of color, for the cold winter brings a new choice. The two models are priced at , 499 yuan
and 539 yuan. 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- extended reading -- -- -- -- -- -- 

every day at six, on the way home from school, the 1626 WeChat public number makes you home! 

it's one of the most attractive Hairstyles for girls! 
< >

earlier this week, NBA war shoes Wang reported the White / red / medium grey color original Air Max 1 king return news, and now we



receive another Air Max 1 upcoming exclusive line, and immediately share with you. Although NIKE has rarely been seen using foam
lines in recent times, the introduction of this "bubble" version of AM1 has proven that foam lines are far from outdated. This pair of
shoes design inspiration from another name is "Safari Keep Rippin Stop Slippin Nike Air Max 1, the orange shoes vamp, with black,
red, and white foam pattern embellishment. The shoes will be listed at the beginning of July 2009, please look forward to. Source:
Battle shoes Wang 

NBA; little emperor James; Nike Air Force 1 LeBronNike; wild luxury Air Max 1 
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adidas Originals for its Stan Smith shoes, add a new color, inspired by the design of marine elements. The clear water in the design
on the vamp, glittering a thorough blue sea color, and a green in the same inspiration, like the sea green plants are projected by the
fresh colors, on the occasion of the heat of summer express a cool feeling. Adidas is really sweet, hot summer, wearing the "ocean"
will definitely go out, a cool summer! Adidas Originals Japan for sale first, priced at 12960 yen. Love the Palestinian fight, do not
mistake! 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- extended reading -- -- -- -- -- -- 

every day at six, on the way home from school, the 1626 WeChat public number makes you home! 

this year in Japan, obsessed with making hats, has done the Paris fashion week, everywhere...... 

this summer the most handsome boys hair comb: oil well, don't worry 
. 
think street photographer will only street? They can dress well! 

By the end of 
, the "/1626 tide community" was finally closed! 
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